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The Colombia Plan
Through the 1990s, Colombia was the leading recipient of U.S.military aid in Latin America

by Noam C/,omsky

I11 1999. (’olomhia becamc the leading
recipient of U.S. military and police
assistance, replacing Turkey (Israel and
I!gypt arc in a separate category). The
tigurc is ~,chcdulcd to increase sharply
with lhc anticipated passage of Clinton’s
(’olombia I)lan. a $1.6 hi I lion "’emergency
aid" package Ibr two years. Through the
1990s, (’olombia has been the leading
recipient of (!.g. military aid in l.atin
America. and has also compiled the worst
htunan rights record, in conformity with a
well-established correlation.

We can often learn from systematic
patterns, so let us lbcus for a moment on
the previous champion. Turkcy. As a major
U.S. military ally and strategic outpost,
Turkey has received substantial military
aid from the origins of the (.’old War. But
arms deliveries began to increase sharply
in 1984 with no Cold War connection at
all. Rather, that was the year when Turkey
initiated a large-scale counterinsurgency
campaign in the Kurdish southeast, which
also is the site of major U.S. air bases
and the locus of regional surveillance, so
that everything that happens there is well

U.S. Special Forces trainers in eastern Colombia in 2003

known in Washington. Arms deliveries
peaked in 1997, exceeding the total from
the entire period 1950-1983. U.S. arms
amounted to about 80 percent of Turk-
ish military equipment, including heavy
armaments (jet planes, tanks, etc.).

Caf Collective and

BURN.* under attack again...
UCSD Administration renews oM charges of

suH)orting terrorists on B URA8 (burn. ucM. edu)
After a whole three months without
attacking the Che, Burn!, or free speech
on campus (a new record), the,UCSD
administration sqnt a letter to the Ch6
Car6 on Jan. 23ro, 2003 informing mem-
bers of the collective that "the Che Caf6,
in operation of the computer web server
located at bum.ucsd.edu is hosting the
web site of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK), which is a U.S. Department 
State Designated Foreign Terrorist Orga-
nization". Individual members of the Ch6
Caf6 Collective received letters that said,
"you have been identified in connection
with an incident of alleged misconduct
at UCSD..." Previously, Nick Aguilar,
Director, Student Policies and Judicial
Affairs, wrote, "I appreciate your confir-
mation, per your above referenced letter,
that the Che Cafe collective is not hosting
a the web sites of the FARC, PKK, or any
other U.S. State Department designated
Foreign Terrorist [sic] Organizations,
"FTO". Thank you for that confirmation."
This was aRer the same charges being
made currently had been made before (see
letters fig. 1-3). The correspondence and
letters show that the University changes
its position constantly. The real question
to ask is why does the administration keep
levying these absurd charges? There are a
few possible answers to this question.

First of all, the timing of this new
attack is suspect. When looking at world
events one quickly notices that Turkey has
become a key point in US foreign policy
towards the war in iraq. Even though

the website in question gives only old
information (it was last updated in 1999),
it does represent a group who advocates
against the brutal government in Turkey.
The PKK (Kurdistan Workers Party) 
listed by the U.S. State department as a
Foreign Terrorist Organization (FTO) but
it has been active in denouncing the Turk-
ish government and the treatment of the
Kurds in Turkey. Interestingly enough,
the Kurdish issue has become important
very recently to the U.S. and Turkey, as
the U.S. attempts to convince Turkey to
allow massive troop movement in Turkey,
especially in regions that are heavily
Kurdish. BURN! is one of the few Eng-
lish language translations of many histori-
cal documents about the PKK.

Second, the administration’s attacks on
the co-ops, burn.ucsd.edu and progressive
groups in general, has been constant. The
co-ops and burn.ucsd.edu, seek to provide
a valuable service to this campus as alter-
native sources information and resources.
Unfortunately, the university does not like
its policies questioned which is part of
the rich history of the co-ops. Constantly
attacking progressive organizations keeps
them responding to the attacks, which, in
turn, wastes their time. This has the two
effects of limiting other things that they
can do while making it harder to meet the
necessary bureaucratic requirements of
the university.

Lastly, it must be realized that the

continued on page 3

By 1999, Turkey had largely sup-
pressed Kurdish resistance by terror and
ethnic cleansing, leaving some 2-3 mil-
lion refugees, 3,500 villages destroyed

continued on page 4
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Turkey’ war on the Kurds
Press Statement by KADEK
(Kurdistan Freedom and Democracy Congress)
FOR THE ATTENTION OF PUBLIC
OPINION

Propaganda for full scale war has been
launched in the Middle East, the con-
sequences of which will be difficult to
foresee. The US-led military intervention
in Iraq with seems unavoidable and this
will lead to struggles in other countries
within the region. The Middle East has
suffered many wars during the 20th cen-
tury and is beginning with war in the 21 st
century as well. It seems likely that the
existing struggle between Israel and the
Palestinians will be exacerbated to further
increase the instability within the region.
The policies followed by the Israeli gov-
ernment are inciting war and instability.
The Israelis are insisting on war instead
of peace and seeking advantage from the
intervention in lraq. The same is the case
with Turkey as it shows its readiness to
fight against the Kurdish people both in
Southern and Northern Kurdistan. Turkey
is intending to use the intervention on lraq
for putting an end to the Kurdish people’s
fight of freedom, which would provoke an
uncontrollable.large war. Today Turkey is
preparing for war. Although KADEK has
declared that President Abdullah Ocalan
is the guarantor of peace, severe isolation
~s imposed upon him, which is proving to
be an intention of war. His lawyers and
family members have been repeatedly
prevented from visiting him for ten weeks
now. What is sought through the imposi-
tion of the severe isolation conditions is
to incite the Kurdish people to fight of
freedom despite the democratic intentions
of the Kurdish people.

Another sign of warmongering is the

operation of the Turkish army being car-
fled out against the armed guerrilla forces
(People’s Defence Forces/Halk Savunma
Kuvvetleri) that have adopted a defen-
sive position. The operations against the
guerrillas have increased latterly with
the rising debate about the coming inter-
vention in Iraq. More importantly, the
attempts to find a political solution to the
in problems of the Kurdish people are
obstructed. In the general elections held
on 3 November 2002, DEHAP, which is
the political party most representative of
d°e wishes of the Kurdish people, was
obstructed from achieving representation
in Turkey’s National Assembly by the an
orchestrated campaign of deceptions that
included such abuses as incorrect voters’
lists, pressure on open voting, threats to
those voting for DEHAP, the invalidating
of many votes of DEHAP. Furthermore,
the political activities of the Kurdish
people are subjected to prohibitions and
pressures.

Another important war aim of Turkey
is to take prevent any gains that the
Kurdish people could achieve as a result
of the intervention in lraq. Turkey has
been transferring a huge contingent of
its army to Kurdistan for the last one and
half months. On the one hand the parts of
Kurdistan that are under Turkey’s con-
trol are exposed to a strengthened of the
forces, while on the other hand a Turkish
armed force of around 100 thousand is
waiting for an order to seize South Kurd-
istan that is under the control of Iraq. As
understood from what was announced by
the state authorities, it seems sure that

continued on p~j~e 9
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War on Iraq--It’s about more than oil
by Sean 0’7brain

Labor’s Militant ~bice

It is not correct to talk about the coming
war in iraq as a war tbr oil¯ In fact, it is
dangerous to do so. To do so is to seri-
ously underestimate the ambition of the
wing of US capitalism which is presently
in charge in the Whitehouse. Of course
oil is part of it. US capitalism is deter-
mined to have control over the finite oil
resources of the world. But to think this is
all, or even the most important part of the
coming war then we are not seeing what
US capitalism has in mind it we make
this mistake, we underestimate what is
at stake for our opponents and the forces
that they will bring to bear against any
serious challenge.

It helps if we look back at the evolution
of the thinking of the dominant sections
of US capitalism over the past decade and
more. Consider the fierce opposition of
these elements to Clinton when he was
in power. This had nothing to do with
Clinton’s sex life. US capitalism, corrupt
from top to bottom, is not concerned with
such things. It was a much more central
issue for these powers. US capitalism
at the time was increasingly realizing
the extent of its military, economic and
technological dominance worldwide
but Clinton meanwhile was carrying on
watching the opinion polls at home to
make sure he was still popular, dallying in
the White house, cultivating the existing
cooperative relations he had with other
powers, and seeking every way to avoid
foreign military engagement. What was
increasingly at issue here for US capital-
ism was that Clinton was refusing to lead
decisively in order to take advantage of
the situation that existed and increase US
capitalism’s domination world wide.

Of course Clinton carried out the
policies of the corporations, defending
US capitalism’s interests through out
the world. He defended capital, capital
markets, and attacked labor, especially
through the so called reform of welfare
etc. But they never trusted him. Not only
would he not lead decisively, but they
knew that within him lurked the soul of
a liberal. A liberal who thought that with
little reforms here and there, he could
make capitalism work better than the cap-
italists could themselves. And as a result,
go down in history as a great leader. For
example, after the collapse of stalinism,
as the corporations were just gaining
momentum in their offensive to privatize
everything, Clinton was actually talking
about increasing the role of government
in the economy with his proposals for the
health care system. Although they slapped
him down and defeated him on this issue,
they never trusted this liberal in the
Whitehouse. On top of this, they saw the
opportunity to increase their dominance
being wasted.

But it was not Clinton who was in
power in the immediate aftermath of
the collapse of stalinism or the last Gulf
War. it was the previous Bush regime
that was in the Whitehouse. It was the
previous Bush regime which left Hus-
sein in power. What explains this regimes
actions at that time? The truth is that US
capitalism did not fully see the opportuni-
ties that were opening to it at thai time. It
was still trying to see what was what as
the world changed and the dust settled.
It’s dominant thinking was to see that
no major catastrophe developed such as
a nuclear accident or exchange, that its
existing interests and some sort of order
were protected and preserved and that no
major regional powers developed to fill
the vacuum that was left by the collapse
of Stalinism.

where it likes
and do what

The Gulf War and the war against
Serbia were both fought to stop stronger
regional powers from developing and to
warn the rest of the world that the US
would decide who would fill the post
stalinist world vacuum. The former Bush
in the Whitehouse talked about a "new
world order" but in reality his regime
could not see much further than stabiliz-
ing the situation after the collapse of the
stalinist regimes, protecting existing US
interests and preventing any new powers
from expanding into the void. What has
to be understood with all its implications
is that this new Bush in the Whitehouse
and the section of US capitalism that he
represents have a much different world
view today. US capitalism is increasingly
coming to see the world in a much more
ambitious manner. US capitalism believes
that there is no force in the world that can
stand in its way. And increasing sections
are now concluding that this is the time
for it to step out and consolidate its vie-
tory over stalinism, to enforce its will on
its other Imperialist rivals, to increase its
exploitation of the former colonial coun-
tries and to take back all the concessions
it was forced to make to its own working
class and the working class internation-
ally. In other words to rule the world to an
extent it never did before and to an extent
never done by any other power before¯
This is the thinking that now controls the
Whitehouse.

US capitalism is pursuing its greatest
ever offensive¯ The present Bush regime
is bent on nothing less than total world
domination¯ "Full spectrum domination"
as they now say. Out of the immediate
conflict it wants 75,000 troops in Irac1
permanently and a puppet regime there,
it wants to keep its forces in Afghani-
stan with its puppet regime there and it
wants military bases extended and built
and made permanent in every area of the
middle eastern and central Asian regions
and the world¯ China is a big one that
they have to be careful about but they
will see what happens, presently they are
surrounding it with bases, anyway they
cannot be paralyzed from acting now by
trying to see every "detail" in advance.
The coming war in Iraq is about world
domination by US capitalism to a degree
that has never been achieved by any
power before.

Over the past decade or so the idea
of giobalization has been pursued. Basi-
cally it means that capital and especially
US capital can go where it likes and do
what it likes. It means that all the worlds
resources including its markets and its
labor are to be available to US capital
unhindered by any local rules or tradi-
tions or by any concessions won by the
working class. Globalization means US
capital rules and that all resources must
be "liberated" from all restraints and
made available to US capital. Of course
all capital is seen as getting greater access
and freedom but the one that counts, the
one that is driving this is US capital.

Part of this process is the driving down
the cost and conditions of labor through
competition and repression. This is not
only about territorial control, access to
resources and domination over its rivals,
this is also about cutting to starvation
levels the cost of labor and putting the
working class back into the position it
was 100 years ago and more. The world’s
working class is to be put under the total
control of capital again and all the gains
and rights it has won are to be taken away.
US workers would be making a bad mis-
take if they thought that this drive for total
world domination is not also directed at
it. In fact the US working class is one of
its main targets. Freeing US capital to go

it likes has as
one of its objectives to reduce the high
cost and conditions of US labor to the
level of those of the lowest and least pro-
tected and environmentally most pol!uted
labor in the world. Under US capitalism’s
present offensive US labor’s fall would be
greater than that of just about any working
class in the world.

Worldwide counter revolution in the
form of US capitalism’s world domi-
nation. This is what is unfolding. The
coming Iraq war has to be seen as part
of this process. It is not a simple issue of
gaining control of more oil resources. It is
about absolute control over the world.

An article in the Wall Street Journal of
January 29th, 2003, confirms this general
analysis even if it has to use words like
"liberation" to hide what US capitalism is
seeking to impose on the rest of the world.
The article is jointly written by Lawrence
Kaplan of the New Republic and William
Kristol of the Weekly Standard. These two
extreme right wingers confirm the general
thrust of our analysis. The heading of the
article is "Neither a Realist, Nor a Liberal,
W (that is how they refer to the Bush pres-
ently in the Whitehouse) is a Liberator." 
will return to this word liberator later.

These two right wingers whose views
now coincide with the majority of the
Whitehouse regime write about the think-
ing of US capitalism during the period of
the previous war against lraq: "The men
who decided on the aims of the Gulf War
were self declared ’realists’ who believed
that foreign policy should be grounded in
vital interests - oil wells, strategic choke-
points, and most of all regional stability.
Their preference for order over liberty
extended even to the Soviet Union, where
national security advisor Brent Scowcrofl
found it ’painful to watch Yeltsin rip the
Soviet Union brick by brick away from
Gorbachev’. In China the Bush team
reacted to the massacre in Tiananmen
Square by excusing the communist regime
in Bejing. And in the former Yugoslavia,
the president justified American inaction
by likening the bloodshed to a ’hiccup’¯ It
was in Iraq however, that the Bush teams
foreign policy philosophy manifested
itself most clearly. Once Kuwait was lib-
erated the Bush team redirected its ener-
gies to ensuring Iraqi ’stability’ - even if it
had to be enforced by Saddam Hussein."

The two writers go on to look at the
eight years of the Clinton presidency:
Their critique is critical. "Bill Clinton’s
lraq policy reflected very different
assumptions about America’s role in the
world¯ By the time he entered office, the
reflexive suspicion of American power
that had plagued the Democratic Party
after Vietnam had receded along with
the threat of communism. But the ’come
home America’ sensibility it had encour-
aged still lingered. As Peter Tarnoff,
President Clinton’s undersecretary of
state for policy explained in 1993, ’we
simply don’t have the leverage, we don’t
have the influence, we don’t have the
inclination to use military forces.’ When
Mr. Clinton’s focus did wander abroad,
the result was a world view that reduced
a complex and dangerous world environ-
ment to a simple narrative of material
progress and moral improvement. Thus
he famously gave state sponsors of terror-
ism a linguistic cleansing, changing their
official title from ’rogues states’ to ’states
of concern’.

Kaplan and Kristol then go on to com-
pare the "realists" of the previous Gulf
War Bush regime and the "liberals" as
they call them of the Clinton era. They
write: "Realists and Liberals approach the
world from different directions, but when

continued on page 8
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copy which is I~int~ ~thout a byline
rn~y be assumed to rei~mst~nt the
position of the new indicator cdk, g~ve.

articles and letters am welcomed.
please type them and send them to:
niOIlbertacLucsd.edu
or to:
new indicator collective
B-023C Student Center
La Jells, CA 92093

the views expressed in this publication
are solely those of the new indicator
collective, while the publisher of
this publication is recognized as a
campus student organization at the
university of california, san diego, the
views expressed In its publication do
not represent those of asucscl, the
university of california, the regents, their
officers, or employees, each publication
bears the full legal responslblflt’y for Its
content

copyl,ft notice

I

BURNt:
continued from page 1

University of California is a
very important institution to

our government. Weapons of
mass destruction for the use of
Washington are developed here.
Foreign policy is created here.
Research is funded primarily
by the military, with corporate

Figure 1. Misconduct Incident Notice

Confidential studeat ~rd. Handle iwr UCSD PPM 160-2
Student Name: Che Care ID #: 136 Phone: 858534.2.111

PO Box 948434Address: San Diego, CA 92037 P,O. BOZ: E-mall: eh~checMe.u~d.edu

SummaP/of Alleged Mhconduet:

It is alleged that the Che Csfe, in operation of the computer web server located at burn.ucsd edu is hosting the
web slte oflhe Kurdistan WoOers’ Party (PKK), which is I tl S. Department of State Dc~ignlaed Foreign
"l~rrorlst Organization

lacide.t #: 1247 Date: 11100003 Time: 2:28 PM Location: UCSD Campus Computer Network:
Bum ucsd.ed~

Summary of Evidence:

Complaint letter; Web page printouts.

UCSD Regulation(s) accused or violating:

22.14. ! 0.14 Computing Abuse: Theft or other abuse ot UCSD/University computm8 facilities f r
computer tin=e, including but not limited to any violation of the Academic Comp~mng
Services (ACS) acceptible use policy, tlnauth(wized enlry mm a file to use, read, 
change the contents or any other purpose, unauthorized tea.s fee of a file; unauthorized
.so of anolher individuaPs identification o= password, use of coroputing tacilities to
interfere with the work of another student, faculty member, or campus or University
official, u~ of computing fac:litie.s to iuter fete with a campus or University Computing
systcfll

Staff MeniSci l/~d~l ~ alleRalions: "lommy Agee Sludenl Conducl Coordinator. SPJA

S ig"atu re: ~/_~____~2~c_/~ .......... Date: ///~.J
Incident notice andLsse.~lal Information document sent Io Iht~ aceuxed student by:

(staff member) via: Mail

I Date nouce sent 112JI2003

Within ten academ ic days from the date of this notle¢, I/23/20fi3, accused student musi schedule a
mccliug with Carmen Vazquez at (858) 534-4378 i[

A

Figure 2. October 23rd Letter from Nick Aguilar

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO UCSD

14[RKI-I}~ . DAVIS . I~VINE . LOS A.~(3Fa~s . Rr~E]~IDF . SAN DIff,) . SA.N I R&%~L~CI3 ~A,N~’A [~,~4,’tlt~ . SANrACRU/

DIRECTOR’S OFt3CE 9~00 GII3H~ DRIVE. DEFt 0J29
STIJDr.NT POLICIES & JUDICIAL AFFAIRS LA IOLLA. CAI.IFORNIA 920~3-n329S nro~rr c~ml~ HUn.Dr NG I~ (8S8) SM 622~

October 23, 2002

Che Care Collective
9500 Gilnaan Drivc
Student Center 0323-C
La Jells, CA 92093

Re: }’our letter dated October 14, 2002 to Nick Aguilar regarding a complaint alleged

hosting web Mtea of foreign terrorist organization on the burn.ucsd.edu web site.

Dcar

[ appreciate your cmtfirmation, per }’our aho’*e referenced letter, that the Che Cuff’

collective is not hosting the web sites o|’ the FARC, PKK. or any othct LI.S Stale

l)epartmenl designated Foreign Terroi~t Organizatmns.’¯Fro ’’. Thank you for that

confirmation.

You al~ ask f.r |hrther clarification regarding the legal Implications on the use el [7(’SD

Coulputcl rCxOUrCCS ill conFlet.’tiuIi ’a, lth ilcdll¢Ctitlg el hoMlag actlvitlc-, Ill Stll’q)Ol~ ~li lilt

t In In that regard, wc would eonside~ ns unacceptable Ihc use el UCSD computer

rt’sourt’es IOZ the businc~ of htm.;ing, servia,g, and maintaining files for an.’,’ F I() ~seb

~ite

%ifh tcspecl t~, the po.tls raised irl y~,ur letter rcgatihng the applit.abihty ol th~ Mr)t! I,,

thc contplalnl thai prompted this correspondenec regarding this incldcnl, please rcfe~ to
m3, merle= dated t)ctober 7, 2002 Ii. LIt’SD’s attthoMt~r to utl un tempi,trois of alh~.,ol]

’d~tldtions el I:oler:d ht~s Additionall). unles~ you retel~.e a of,rice of charyt!g fronl the

[)(’%1) Nt|ldelll [’olidtl~.-I t’oordinator, sou may aqsuluc that [TCSD ’d,i][ lake no tlarthl?l
action oil this mallei

Page I o/ 2

Sincerely,

-<__
Nicholas S. Aguilar, Director
Student Policies and Jud:cial Affairs

Richard (’. Atkin~m. lJ(2 President
Rol’~’rt {? I)ynes, UCSD Chanccllor

Joseph W. Watson, Vice Chancellor Student Affairs
Carmen Vazquez, Assistant Vine Chancellor Campus l.i fc

Gary Ratcliff. r)ire~lor University Centers

Marcia Strong, As.sislant Director, Student Organizations and Leadership Office

NSA" ms

Page 3

interests right behind. If we are
concerned about the state of a
government that can go to war
unilaterally against the will of
the world and has the power to
do so, we should not be blinded

into thinking that it is the fault
of one George W. Bush. It has
much more to do with right
here. When seen in this light,
it is easy to understand why
the university attacks projects

like burn.ucsd.edu and the Ch6
Card. it is because they exist to
challenge this insanity put out
under the name of the American
people.

Figure 3. October 7th Letter from Nick Aguilar

LrNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO UCSD

¯ DAVI~, mvl/~. 1.0~ ANOgI.I~ ̄ ~vE&alDE. S~.N Dnioo ̄  ~N FI~NC’UIC~ &~NTA a.~aaAaA ¯ SANTA cart/

DIRIgCTOIU S Ot~F1CE 95~ GILMAN DRIVE, DEPT. 0329
s’n2D~qT I~L.I~II~ ¯ nJDICIAL AFFAIRS IA JOLLA. CALIFORNLS 92093-0329
SI’UID]BIqT CIEI~TI~ aua.~I/~ B t619) 5].4-6225

October 7, 2002

Che Care Collective
9500 Gilman Drive
Student Center 0323-C
La Jells, CA 92093

Re: Your letter dated September 20, 2002 to Gary Ratcllff responding to the email

dated Tuesday, September 17, 2002 sent at ! 7:52:51 and the September 16 letter

from University Center Director Ratcliff regarding the FARC web site hosted

on burn.uc~dedu web site.

q’he above referenced letter addressed to Gary Ratcliff, University Centers Director,
dated September 20, 2002 was referred to me for response. First, it is my undcn’standtng
that the Che car6 Collective has discontinued both the hosting and the redirecting
activities of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia (FARC) web site by "BURN!"
web site (BURN). Thank you for making this correction. However, it is my further
understanding that BURN continues to provide hosting services at
http://burn.ucsd.edu/~ats/PKK/pkk.btral for another foreign terronst organization known
as the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). Please discontinue the hosting and the
redirecting activities for the PKK and for any and all other foreign terrorist organization
on the current LI.S. State Department foreign terrorist organizations (FTO) list.

In addition, the University of California, Office of the General Counsel has provided
clarification of the University’s responsibility with regard to links to an FI’O web site
using University computer resources. University attorneys advise that hosting or any
form of redirection that results in an FTO web site with the "ucsd.edu" domain name is
prohibited. Although the situation may change, the attorneys further advi~ that links to
an FrO web site are not prohibited as long as the result is not an FTO web site that
incorporates the "ucsd.edu" domain name in its address.
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October 7, 2002

Che Care Collective

I’m also takir, this opportunity to respond to the statements in your above referenced
letter regarding the applicability of the Memorandum of Understanding between UCSD
and AS/GSA/Co-ops {MOU), Sections II, B and C and Section XXII. In that regard,

please be advised that the Septemher 16, 2002 letter was sent in response to a complaint

processed oulside nf the MOV in accordance with applicable UCSD policies per Section

II.E of the MOU That sectiun states in relevant park "Nothing in this agreement**

shall afti:ct the authority of the Ilnivers~ty as an owner or the facilities to comply with
legal requirements (per Arhclc II: Section A.. 4)..." ** Bolding q[text was added for

emphas~. 1he complaint that prompted the 9/16/02 letter alleged that the FARC

(Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia) is on the US. State Department’s list 

fore:go tcrrun.;t organi/ations "]’he complaint further alleged thai this same terrtmst

organi/athm has a web site that is hosted by the [luiversity nf California San Diego (on

the burn ~:ervel).

]11 t:[o.,lllg, a]thol~t!h the ahD’,C reti.’renccd Septcmber I~, 21JU2 letter s’.a~ dlreclP, c It/ tone,

it deles not repl.ce tbc [l(’Sl) Sludent conduct (’t~.~rdmah~t’s t,ftit_i~t~ m’,|icc OJ" alleged

lnlS~2ortdLtct, lhat ;ettcr v.a:, sent tt, you as a precaut:uuary ,dert while the Studunt

( ’ol3dtlct (’ooT’dlJId|tq C~qIIpJtqt’~ }1i", as:~cssrllellt of I]112 ctlnip]alIit Ytlu will llOte that thc

letter delibel:ltely aV:~ld,, ally ltl~phca[n~ll theft you Nhotl[tl rcfiam [rom spotl>orln~d,

nlwratlng or hostlny, lhe P;I :RN v, eb sit,." itself 111t’ letter’:. ¢,,nlent w,t~ }trusted ~olelv to,

~[It ]e~?,lllllldtt" :Uld %erl~,tP, (’~lr]ke~l [ ~i~ed b) [hC pn,slwct ,d :he illegal I, ISC t~l | !(!.~[)

~,Tnpu[er rt’~,~LIt CC’~ t~ ;nd ;t f~T~’it~JI tcTrt)r]sI olffani,’;t[h~ll

I h~tTl~ ’.’¢ U 1~1 )’~LIr liT~lt’!\ ’ alqt] C,’~lp~,rT,ttl~.t It’~l’~t~tt~(’ ill th~, Th,ltlt I

l~’ohert ¢ I)~nc’,, (’itancclh~r

.h~seph \V "Wat~ml, krwc ( "hancclh~r ’-,tudcnl .\Man~

Carmel, Vazquc:/..,\S,;IqAtlt \ice (him,. cllor (’arupu~ I Ifi’
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These words are usually fol-
lowed by a speech about how
while you will gain textbook
knowledge and earn a degree
here, the most important part
of what you will get from your
time at UCSI) will be the social
experience and what you learn
fronl it. One would think that,
with all of the lip service that
IICSI) pays to conmumity and
diversity, with all of the advi-
sory committees and student
surveys, with entire adminis-
trative departments devoted to
student life, there would be a
strong community and sense of
belonging here.

Unfortunately, this is not the
case. Despite all of the initia-
tives, committees, resolutions,
surveys, and student dissatisfac-
tion and complaints, the social
atmosphere is still one of the
most criticized elements of the
UCSD experience. The lack of
student interest in the UCSD
community and the sense of
apathy arc constant themes in
student criticism of UCSD. In
1997, the UCSD Campus Life
Survey lbund that only 15%
of students were satisfied with
their social experience at UCSD
(UCSD (’ampus Life Survey,
1997).

But really, you already know
this. This is no news lbr UCSD
students who live it every, day.
What is more interesting is to
consider why it is this way.

First of all, it has not always
bccn like this. Although you
wouhln’t know il Ii’om the
campus tours or the sanitized
histories most widely available

Wel ,, and attempts to raphy of this campus. When decision that is never made with ,-I;n,-"
come to UCSD... close them down. UCSD first started in the mid student input), so many student Disentan .. the Antiwar Movement from the American Flag

UCSD boasts 1960s, it consisted of what is concerns are ignored because
to students, UCSD students some of the most unique co-ops now RevelleCollege. Sincethen, there is no "proper forum" for

Colombia:
from the front page

(7 times Kosovo under NATO
bombs), and tens of thousands
killed. A huge flow of arms
from the Clinton administration
was no longer needed to accom-
plish these objectives. Turkey
can therefore be singled out for
praise for its "positive experi-
ences" in showing how "tough
counterterrorism measures plus
political dialogue with non-ter-
rorist opposition groups" can
overcome the plague of violence
and atrocities, so we learn from
the lead article in the New York
Times on the State Department’s
"latest annual report describing
the administration’s efforts to
combat terrorism."

Nevertheless, despite the
great success achieved by some
of the most extreme state terror
of the 1990s, military opera-
tions continue while Kurds are
still deprived of elementary
rights. On April I, 10,000 Turk-
ish troops began new ground
sweeps in the regions that had
been most devastated by the
U.S.-Turkish terror campaigns
of the preceding years, also
launching another offensive into
northern Iraq to attack Kurdish
guerrilla forces in a no-fly
zone where Kurds are protected
by the U.S. airforce from the
(temporarily) wrong oppressor.
As these new campaigns were

have a history of being one of
the most active student bodies
in America; from advocating the
end to the Vietnam war, to start-
ing the nations first Communi-
cations department, to creating
programs of study such as ethnic
studies, ttow many UCSD
students have heard of George
Winnie, who lit himself on
fire and burned to death on the
Revelle quad in protest against
the Vietnam war’? How many
know who Herbert Marcuse
and Angela Davis are? Marcuse
is one of this century’s most
important leftist intellectuals
and was a professor at UCSD;
Angela Davis was a student of
his and is known internationally
as an activist and Black Panther.
What about the student rallies
year after year to keep Third
College’s name as Lumumba-
Zapata College (named for
Patrice Lumumba and Emiliano
Zapata) ? Third College was
later renamed by the history-
forgetting administration as
Thurgood Marshall College,
after the King family refused
to let the university use "Martin
Luther King" as a name for the
college because students had
contacted them and explained
the administration’s refusal to
listen to the voices of students.
Or how about the two times that
students took over Interstate 5
and stopncd traffic (the latest
being in 1990 in protest of the
Gulf War)? Students fbught tbr
and continue to fight for student
run co-ops despite constant
attacks by UCSD administration

at any university in the country.
Does this sound like apathy to
you?

If all this is true, why are we
so apathetic?

Looking at it from another
angle, there is much that has hap-
pened that would cause students
to loose a sense of community
and lapse into apathy. Apathy
comes from the sense that one
cannot affect the world around
them or their community. At
UCSD, the ability of students to
influence their community and
have some level of control over
their education is highly limited.

At the most basic level,
the fast-paced quarter system
and the need to finish a degree
quickly mean that it is almost
impossible for students to have
free time without their studies
suffering. Students are forced to
finish their degree in 4-5 years
by the high cost of education,
bureaucratic rules about finan-
cial aid and state-imposed time
limits. Only a decade ago, it
was possible to take up to 7 or
8 years to finish a degree. With
the quarter system, midterms
are from 4th week to 6th week
and final~ during the 10th and
I lth week three times a year.
Compared to a semester system
where students have midterms
and finals only twice a year
during the 8th and 9th week (for
midternls) and 15th and 16th
weeks (for finals), this quarter
system is stressful and keeps
students from pursuing much of
anything beyond their studies.

Next, think about the geog-

UCSD has expanded, adding on
multiple "colleges". These col-
leges are supposed to provide
students with more choice and
diversity (favorite buzz words
from orientation). In reality, the
plan for UCSD was conceived
in part by Ronald Reagan when
he was governor of California in
the 1960’s as part of his strategy
to quell student protest. The plan
for UCSD’s development was
based on decentralizing every-
thing to ensure that students
felt alienated and did not have
a central place to congregate,
either to organize or to socialize.
As UCSD has grown more and
more decentralized, this effect
has become more and more
apparent.

Both the structure of physical
space on campus and the struc-
ture of student time management
contribute to this apathy. Any
discussion of apathy at UCSD
would be incomplete, however,
without an analysis of what
power students actually have to
influence their community and
shape their education. UCSD
has many advisory committees,
sub-committees, task forces, and
other official ways of getting
input. Many of these commit-
tees have one or more students
who have been appointed to
sit on them, but this does not
even come close to constituting
a meaningful student voice in
decisions or real student control
over our educational experience.
The committees are limited to
discussion about the specifc task
that has been assigned to them (a

beginning, Secretary of Defense
William Cohen addressed the
American-Turkish Council,
a festive occasion with much
laughter and applause, accord-
ing to the government report. He
praised Turkey for taking part
in the humanitarian bombing of
Yugoslavia, apparently without
embarrassment, and announced
that Turkey had been invited to
join in co-production of the new
Joint Strike Aircraft, just as it
has been co-producing the F-16s
that it used to such good effect
in approved varieties of ethnic
cleansing and atrocities within
its own territory, as a loyal
member of NATO.

in Colombia, however, the
military armed and trained
by the United States has not
crushed domestic resistance,
though it continues to produce
its regular annual toll of atroci-
ties. Each year, some 300,000
new refugees are driven from
their homes, with a death toll of
about 3,000 and many horrible
massacres. The great major-
ity of atrocities are am’ibuted
to the paramilitary forces that
are closely linked to the mili-
tary, as documented in detail
once again in February 2000
by Human Rights Watch, and
in April 2000 by a UN study
which reported that the Colom-
bian security forces that are to
be greatly strengthened by the
Colombia Plan maintain an
intimate relationship with death-

squads, organize paramilitary
forces, and either participate
in their massacres directly or,
by failing to take action, have
"undoubtedly enabled the
paramilitary groups to achieve
their exterminating objectives."
The Colombian Commission of
Jurists reported in September
1999 that the rate of killings had
increased by almost 20 percent
over the preceding year, and that
the proportion attributable to the
paramilitaries had risen from
46 percent in 1995 to almost
80 percent in 1998, continuing
through 1999. The Colombian
government’s Human Rights
Ombudsman’s Office (De- fen-
sofia del Pueblo) reported a 68
percent increase in massacres
in the first half of 1999 as
compared to the same period of
1998, reaching more than one a
day, overwhelmingly attributed
to paramilitaries.

We may recall that in the
early months of 1999, while
massacres were proceeding at
over one a day in Colombia,
there was also a large increase in
atrocities (including many mas-
sacres) in East Timor carried
out by Indonesian commandoes
armed and trained by the U.S.
in both cases, the conclusion
drawn was exactly as in Turkey:
support the killers. There was
also one reported massacre in
Kosovo, at Racak on January ! 5,
the event that allegedly inspired
such horror among Western

humanitarians that it was nec-
essary to bomb Yugoslavia 10
weeks later with the expecta-
tion, quickly fulfilled, that the
consequence would be a sharp
escah, tion of atrocities. The
accompanying torrent of self-
congratulation, which has few
if any counterparts, heralded a
"new era" in human affairs in
which the "enlightened states"
will selflessly dedicate them-
selves to the defense of human
rights. Putting aside the actual
facts about Kosovo, the perfor-
mance was greatly facilitated by
silence or deceit about the par-
ticipation of the same powers in
comparable or worse atrocities
at the very same time.

Returning to Colombia,
prominent human rights activ-
ists continue to flee abroad
under death threats, including
now the courageous head of
the Church-based human rights
group Justice and Peace, Fr.
Javier Giraldo, who has played
an outstanding role in defend-
ing human rights. The AFL-
CIO reports that several trade
unionists are murdered every
week, mostly by paramilitaries
supported by the government
security forces. Forced displace-
ment in 1998 was 20 percent
above 1997, and increased in
1999 in some regions according
to Human Rights Watch. Colom-
bia now has the largest displaced
population in the world, after

them. The committees are also
advisory to either the Chancellor
or one of his subordinates. This
advisory status rarely becomes
an issue because the jurisdiction
of the committees are so limited
that they usually do not go into
undesired realms. When, how-
ever, one of these committees
makes a decision that is against
the wishes of the Chancellor
(or whoever’s committee is it),
they are overridden without any
recourse.

A good example of this is that
in 1993, when the University
Centers Board, a student board
that controlled the University
Center Fee (a self-assesed
student fee) and oversaw the
operations of the University
Centers (paid for by that fee),
made decisions that displeased
the administration, Joe Watson,
Vice Chancellor Student Affairs,
"disestablished" the UCB. He
created a new board, named it
the University Centers Advisory
Board, changed the composition
of it to add various representa-
tives from the administration
and remove various student
representatives, and selected
members for it himself. Both the
AS and GSA were against this
and voted almost unanimously
for a resolution condemning this

"Patriotism in its simplest, clear-
est, and most indubitable meaning
is nothing but an instrument for
the attainment of the government’s
ambitious and mercenary aims, and
a renunciation of human dignity,
common sense, and conscience by
the governed, and a slavish submis-
sion to those who hold power. That
is what is really preached wherever
patriotism is championed. Patrio-
tism is slavery."
Leo Tolstqr

"Peace is the continuation of war by
other means."
ttannah Arendt

Since September 11, 2001,
many antiwar activists in the
United States have wrapped
their dissent in the American
flag. In an increasingly constric-
tive political climate, they are
anxious to find ways to appear
more legitimate. For some,
carrying the flag celebrates the
Bill of Rights, particularly the
rights to free speech and public
assembly. For others, it recalls
foundational events for this
country such as the Boston Tea
Party and American Revolu-
tion that symbolize the struggle
against the tyranny of colonial
rule. People of conscience raise

the stars and stripes to assert that
"peace is patriotic," and that
they are the real Americans. The
U.S. government, by contrast,
claims to be waging war in order
to uphold America’s core values,
or as Bush puts it, precisely
because "we are a peace-In,, ing
nation."

Who will prevail in this con-
test to define the true patriots’?

It is vital to ensure that U.S.
opposition is clearly visible
alongside the strength and soli-
darity ofantiwar demonstrations
around the globe. As activists
in the United States, we need
to distinguish our views from
the actions and aims of "our"
government, and build a strong
movement. But we can only do
that if our arguments against war
are in line with our intentions.

The stark fact is that dissent-
ers, no matter how noble, do not
get to determine the meaning
of patriotism. Although popular
conceptions of U.S. history sug-
gest that patriotism is about free-
dom, democracy, and creating a
better world, in reality it has
largely been used by the state
to thwart the realization of these
ideals. Patriotism, in essence,
asks citizens to put aside their
concerns and disagreements

with the government, and to
get behind the sentiment of "my
country, right or wrong.’"

Historically, patriotism was
used in the 1920s to back up
efforts to deport "undesirables"
during the Red scare. Later,
during the time of the Second
World War, it justified interning
Japanese Americans in camps
on U.S. soil. In the 1950s,
patriotism was used to repress
the Left through such vehicles
as the House Un-American
Activities Committee, and
during the Vietnam War period,
to silence resistance through slo-
gans such as "love it or leave it."
Patriotism has been employed to
rationalize military’ excursions
and state-sponsored violence,
from the invasion of Grenada
and Panama to illegally arming
the Nicaraguan Contras.

Patriotism, in the past and
present, is predominantly
defined by those in power to
bolster support for their agen-
das. Consider the ubiquity of
American flags since 9-1 I.
Immediately after the tragedy,
millions of Americans expressed
their sadness and solidarity with
the families of the deceased in a
variety of ways, from displaying
wreaths and firefighters’ helmets

to lighting candles. Shortly
thereafter, Bush called for a day
of prayer and tbr Americans to
fly their country’s flag. Whilc
some had turned to the flag prior
to Bush’s urging, the change
was unmistakable after his plea.
Alternate expressions of mourn-
ing persisted, yet the American
flag became the main indication
of one’s grief. It was soon diffi-
cult to find a house, automobile,
or public space unadorned with
the stars and stripes.

As the Bush administration
rapidly manipulated grief into
retribution, the meaning of this
powerful symbol also shifted.

Today, the same flags flown after
September I1 stand lbr much
more than sorrov~. Fhc flag has
largely become reprcscntatixc
of unquestioning allegiance to
national security, a taith in gov-
ernment, and a willingness to
strike at unknown enemies. This
process of redefining patriotism
facilitates the state’s ability to
exercise power for its own ends.

For more than a year, the
Bush administration has been
crafting a spurious dichotomy
between patriotism and terror-
ism. Having initiated an unend-

continued on page 8

act. Unfortunately, as students
at UCSD know too well, they
have no real say i n anything
at this university:.-" N’d’"finhh~r:
what the AS and GSA did, the
administration just ignored them

continued on page 11

Sudan and Angola.
Hailed as a leading democ-

racy by Clinton and other U.S.
leaders and political commenta-
tors, Colombia did at last permit
an independent party (UP,
Patriotic Union) to challenge
the elite system of power-shar-
ing. The UP party, drawing in
part from constituencies of the
FARC guerrillas, faced certain
difficulties, however, includ-
ing the rapid assassination of
about 3,000 activists, includ-
ing presidential candidates,
mayors, and legislators. The
results taught lessons to the
guerrillas about the prospects
for entering the political system.
Washington also drew lessons
from these and other events of
the same period. The Clinton
administration was particularly
impressed with the performance
of President Cesar Gaviria, who
presided over the escalation of
state terror, and induced (some
say compelled) the Organiza-
tion of American States to
accept him as secretary general
on grounds that "He has been
very forward looking in build-
ing democratic institutions in a
country where it was sometimes
dangerous to do so"---which is
surely true, in large measure
because of the actions of his
government. A more significant
reason, perhaps, is that he was

continued on next page

Colombia:
from previous page

also "forward iooking...on eco-
nomic reform in Colombia and
on economic integration in the
hemisphere," code words that
are readily interpreted.

Meanwhile, shameful socio-
economic conditions persist,
leaving much of the population
in misery in a rich country with
concentration of wealth and
land-ownership that is high even
by Latin American standards.
The situation became worse
in the 1990s as a result of the
"neoliberal reforms" formalized
in the 1991 constitution. The
constitution reduced still further
"the effective participation of
civil society" in policy-forma-
tion, while, as in Latin America
generally, the "neoliberal
reforms have also given rise to
alarming levels of poverty and
inequality; approximately 55
percent of Colombia’s popula-
tion lives below the poverty
level" and "this situation has
been aggravated by an acute
crisis in agriculture, itself a
result of the neoliberal program"
(Arlene Tickner, Current His-
tory, Febnmry 1998).

The respected president
of the Colombian Permanent
Committee for Human Rights,
former Minister of Foreign
Affairs Alfredo Vasquez Car-
rizosa, writes that it is "poverty
and insufficient land reform"
that "have made Colombia one
of the most tragic countries
of Latin America;’ though as
elsewhere, "violence has been
exacerbated by external factors,"
primarily the initiatives of the
Kennedy administration, which
"took great pains to transform
our regular armies into coun-

terinsurgency brigades." These
initiatives ushered in "what is
known in Latin America as the
National Security Doctrine;’
which is not concerned with
"defense against an external
enemy" but rather "the internal
enemy." The new "strategy of
the death squads" accords the
military "’the fight to fight and
to exterminate social work-
ers, trade unionists, men and
women who are not supportive
of the establishment, and who
are assumed to be communist
extremists."

As part of its strategy of con-
verting the Latin American mili-
tary from "hemispheric defense"
to "internal security"--meaning
war against the domestic popu-
lation-Kennedy dispatched a
military mission to Colombia in
1962 headed by Special Forces
General William Yarborough.
He proposed "reforms" to
enable the security forces to "as
necessary execute paramilitary,
sabotage and/or terrorist activi-
ties against known communist
proponents"--the "communist
extremists" to whom Vasquez
Carrizosa alludes.

Again the broader patterns
are worth noting. Shortly after,
Lyndon Johnson escalated Ken-
nedy’s wax against South Viet-
namIwhat is called here "the
defense of South Vietnam," just
as Russia called its war against
Afghanistan ’’the defense of
Afghanistan." In January 1965,
U.S. special forces in South
Vietnam were issued standing
orders "to conduct operations
to dislodge VC-controlled offi-
cials, to include assassination,"
and more generally to use such
"pacification" techniques as
"ambushing, raiding, sabotaging
and committing acts of terrorism
against known VC personnel;’

the counterparts of the "known
Communist proponents" in
Colombia.

A Colombian governmental
commission concluded that "’the
criminalization of social pro-
test" is one of the "principal fac-
tors which permit and encourage
violations of human rights" by
the military and police authori-
ties and their paramilitary col-
laborators. Ten years ago, as
U.S.-backed state terror was
increasing sharply, the Minister
of Defense called for "total war
in the political, economic, and
social arenas,’ while another
high military official explained
that guerrillas were of secondary
importance: "the real danger" is
"what the insurgents have called
the political and psychologi-
cal war," the war "to control
the popular elements" and "to
manipulate the masses." The
"subversives" hope to influence
unions, universities, media, and
so on. "Every individual who in
one or another manner supports
the goals of the enemy must be
considered a traitor and treated
in that manner," a 1963 military
manual prescribed, as the Ken-
nedy initiatives were moving
into high gear. Since the official
goals of the guerrillas are social
democratic, the circle of treach-
ery targeted for terror operations
is wide.

In the years that followed,
the Kennedy-Yarborough strat-
egy was developed and applied
broadly in "our little region over
here;’ as it was described by
FDR’s Secretary of War Henry
Stimson when he was explain-
ing why the U.S. was entitled to
control its own regional system
while all others were disman-
tled. Violent repression spread
throughout the hemisphere,
beginning in the southern cone
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and reaching its awesome peak
in Central America in the 1980s
as the ruler of the hemisphere
reacted with extreme violence
to efforts by the Church and
other "subversives" to confront
a terrible legacy of misery and
repression. Colombia’s advance
to first-rank among the criminal
states in "our little region" is in
part the result of the decline in
Central American state terror,
which achieved its primary aims
as in Turkey ten years later,
leaving in its wake a "culture
of terror" that "domesticates
the expectations of the major-
ity" and undermines aspirations
towards "alternatives that differ
from those of the powerful," in
the words of Salvadoran Jesuits,
who learned the lessons from
bitter experience; those who
survived the U.S. assault, that is.
In Colombia, however, the prob-
lem of establishing approved
forms of democracy and stabil-
ity remains, and is even becom-

ing more severe. One approach
would be to address the needs
and concerns of the poor major-
ity. Another is to send arms to
keep things as they are.

Quite predictably, the
announcement of the Colombia
Plan led to countermeasures
by the guerrillas, in particular,
a demand that everyone withassets of more than $1 million’x,x

pay a "revolutionary tax" or
face the threat of kidnapping
(as the FARC puts it, jailing-
for non-payment of taxes). The
motivation is explained by the’"
London Financial Times: "In
the Fare’s eyes, financing is
required to fight fire with fire.--
The government is seeking $1.3
billion in military aid from the
US, ostensibly for counter-drugs
operations: the Fare believe the
new weapons will be trained on
them. They appear ready to arm

continued on page 9
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Who’s Fighting the Good Fight?
CounterPunch Names Project YANO One of Its "Magnificent Ten"

San Diego, CA The Project
on Youth and Non-Military
()pportunities (Project YANO)
~as selected by (’ounterPunch
as one of its "Magnificent Ten"
groups tbr 2002. (’ountcrPunch,
tile hi-weekly muckraking
newsletter edited by Alexander
(’oekburn and Jeffrey St. (’lair,
has been published since 1996.
t)ncc a }’car the editors highlight
ten organizations nationally that
impress them with "’their grit
and elt’ectiveness’" and encour-
age their readers to support these
groups "’down ill the trenches,
lighting the good fight."

Project YANO was tile lirst
group profiled in the annual list,

which appeared in the Decem-
ber 16-31, 2002 issue. The pro-
file included the following in its
description of the organization:
"Project YANO sends veterans
into San Diego area schools to
speak about the realities of mili-
tary life and war so that young
people will better understand
what is behind the recruiter’s
sales pitch. As an alternative,
students are given details on
nonmilitary options fi~r job
training and college financial
aid. Project YANO also urges
youths to become community
activists and consider working
tbr social change.

"’While Project YANO’s direct

outreach tbcuses on youths in
San Diego County ... it also
provides resources and advice
to similar groups organized in
communities around the coun-
try. Its educational brochures
are used by counter-recruitment
activists in many communities,
and it serves as an intbrmation
source for both national and
international media."

Project YANO activists were
pleased and encouraged when
they heard the news about Coun-
terPunch. "San Diego has one of
the largest military installations
ill the world, which makes it a
greater challenge to sustain a
grassroots peace organization

like ours," said Rick Jahnkow,
coordinator for Project YANO.
"We feel like we’re sharing this
recognition with numerous other
groups in San Diego who have
struggled for decades to counter
the massive military presence
here. Since we were founded
in 1984, many people have
provided invaluable support and
helped build an organizing base
for our efforts."

"It’s great to be acknowl-
edged for our work,’" added
Glen Motil, a Gulf War Marine
Corps veteran and Project
YANO volunteer. "Being high-
lighted in CounterPunch helps
us make more people aware of
the urgency of educating young
people about the realities of
military life, especially low-
income students who are feeling

greater pressure to enlist instead
of pursuing higher education.
The Pentagon is cranking up its
seductive, misleading recruit-
ing tactics to satisfy the Bush
administration’s plans for war.
Those of us who’ve been there
want youths, their parents, and
teachers to know the other side
of the story. We want children
to become thinking citizens
who can effectively question
the government’s actions rather
than blindly allow our society
to become more and more mili-
taristic."

Reprinted from counterpunch.org

Prqiect YANO, P.O. Box 230157.
Encinitas, CA 92023, 760.6343604,
Pmlyanoia aol .corn

The Flag:
continued from page 5

ing and ill-defined "war against
terror," the U.S. government
claims free license to do what-
ever it wishes. Anything that
promotes "security" for Amer-
ica such as eroding civil liber-
ties, dramatically increasing the
military budget, or insisting on
a war on lraq--is now seen as
justifiable.

In the name of patriotism,
the Bush administration devised
the overtly racist policy of reg-
istering citizens whose national
heritage is Middle Eastern. The
aptly named USA PATRIOT
Act limits movement across
borders, forces registration of
foreign-born citizens, vastly
expands investigative powers
even where no crime is alleged,
and labels dissenters as poten-
tial "terrorists." To question or
oppose these policies is deemed
unpatriotic, and disagreement
is consequently silenced. What
politician, after all, would have
willingly chosen to vote against
a piece of legislation with this
acronym and risk being seen
as un-American? And now,
a second PATRIOT Act is in
the works to further undo the
freedoms that the government
is purportedly marshaling its
troops to protect.

Not only does the attempt to
articulate dissent in the language
of patriotism take on meanings
that are out of our control, it
also rings of parochialism in an
increasingly interdependent an¢,
global world. Such language
establishes a false distinction
between "us" and "them." To
return to September 11, victims
from the twin towers included
citizens of nearly every country.
Almost more than any single
event in recent memory, it
should have been understood
as a global trauma, binding
numerous peoples and cultures
in a shared grief. Yet once the
American flags went up in
large numbers, 9-11 became re-
scripted as a national tragedy by
those in power. "Good" America
was now compelled to fight a
shadowy "evil," thus laying the
groundwork for future conflict
and wars.

If appeals to patriotism are

actually counter to the aims of
even the most modest antiwar
position, the other half of the
equation in "peace is patriotic"
proves to be just as inadequate.
To merely object to a war
against Iraq suggests that there
has been peace all along, even
though the United States and
Britain have been bombing lraq
repeatedly since the 1991 Gulf
War. More than a million Iraqi
children have already died at
the hands of the U.S.-driven UN
economic embargo against Iraq,
according to the World Health
Organization. Such "peacetime"
practices demand a movement
concerned with more than just
preventing a U.S. invasion and
subsequent military occupa-
tion. As antiwar demonstrators
in Munich recently declared,
"Your war kills off what your
peace leaves standing."

The Bush administration
speaks of peace too, but as the
ultimate justification for war,
much in the same way that it
contemplates using nuclear
weapons in Iraq to free the world
from the dangers of weapons of
mass destruction. Whether in
the form of overt military action
or less direct interventions,
U.S. foreign policy practices a
peace that is really war, but by
other methods. The goal today
appears to be nothing less than
increasing America’s domi-
nance on a global scale in order
for a tiny elite to have dispropor-
tionate political and economic
influence.

In the end, the attempt to
mainstream dissent through
claims of "patriotism" or
"peace" unwittingly ties our
nascent antiwar movement to
the policies and institutions that
create war. These two words are
inextricably bound to the actions
of the state, whether we agree
with them or not. At a time when
the United States has become
thoroughly unilateralist, it is
disconcerting that many antiwar
activists would still focus on
appeals to the U.S. government,
which has made it perfectly clear
that it will not be constrained by
the United Nations, much less
world opinion. Why would this
same government be any more
responsive to its own citizens?

As part of this unilateralism,
Bush has demanded a regime
change in lraq and is postur-

ing against North Korea. Many
activists, in turn, have called
for a "regime change at home."
While both the Iraqi and U.S.
regimes are impediments to a
free and safer world, a change of
leadership in these two specific
cases will not alter the condi-
tions that give rise to systemic
violence in both societies. Nor
are these problems exclusive to
Iraq and the United States. In
dictatorships or nation-states,
when the few attempt to govern
the many, coercion--either
through warfare or subtler
methods--is the only recourse
to sustain centralized power.
Statecraft of any kind is not the
answer. We need a reconstruc-
tion of society that places power
in accountable, directly demo-
cratic institutions instead.

To say that "peace is patri-
otic" ultimately buries demands
for genuine freedom for all
beneath a misplaced desire for
legitimacy. If we want to invoke
the liberatory dimensions of
U.S. history, however limited by
their own times, then let’s look
to the New England tradition
of tewn meetings, experiments
in worker self-management, the
community self-help programs
of the Black Panthers, and
the movements to contest and
redefine notions of sexuality
and gender, among others. Let’s
forget about appearing patriotic.
Rather, let’s insist on the ability
of all people and communities to
self-determine and control their
own destinies in a global society
premised on cooperation and
mutual aid. As the Italian anar-
chist Errico Malatesta once pro-
claimed, "Everything depends
on what people are capable of
wanting."

We hope that this essay will spark a
constructive dialogue among antiwar
activists, and challenge our allies’ ideas
regarding patriotism and social change.
In today’s political climate, those of us
who are willing to speak out against the
rising tide of militarism need each other
more than ever. Let’s work together to
demand a world where direct democ-
racy, freedom, and diversity prevail.
Free Society Collective,
Central Vermont
14 February 2003

PDF version of this essay is available at
www. freesocietycollective.oql

More than oil:
continued from page 2

it comes to lraq, both ended up
in the same place: generating
excuses for inaction. President
Bush, by contrast, does not speak
of merely containing or disarm-
ing Iraq. He intends to liberate
Iraq by force.., the Bush strategy
enshrines ’regime change’ - the
insistence that when it comes to
dealing with tyrannical regimes
like Iraq, Iran, and yes North
Korea, the US should seek
transformation, not coexistence,
as a primary aim of US foreign
policy. As such it commits itself
to the task of maintaining and
enforcing a decent world order.
Just as it was with the Bush
teams predecessors, Iraq will be
the first major test of this admin-
istrations strategy, it will not be
the last".

Of course there are seri-
ous divisions in the US ruling
class about the policy of the
"Liberators". The tops of the
US military are not convinced.
Rumsfeld was put in charge
to whip them into line. Their
old policy of only intervening
where immediate US interests
were at stake and then only with
overwhelming force is utterly
inadequate for the present ambi-
tions of US capitalism to remake
the world. Go anywhere, stay
anywhere, stay permanently,
build permanent bases in hostile

areas, attack any country just on
the whim of the US government,
break all laws and international
treaties and traditions, assas-
sinate whoever they wish in
any part of the world. The new
military has to be up for this.
But the present US military tops
are very very nervous about this
new policy for which they will
have to provide the muscle. The
degree of discontent in the mili-
tary tops is such that a recently
available document describes
how Bush has warned the US
military tops against "treason-
ous actions" such as leaking
their views etc. This is quite
staggering in how it shows the
divisions. There are also some
sections of the US capitalist
class who are not convinced of
this policy as witnessed by a
recent full page ad against the
war in the Wall Street Journal
which was signed by some

major business figures.
There are also the developing

divisions between US capital-
ism and its main rivals interna-
tionally. At the recent DAVOS
forum of major world capitalists
and politicians the US govern-
ment representatives such as
Powell were severely attacked
and criticized. One commenta-
tor spoke of the level of anti US
feeling being unprecedented.
There was talk of US arrogance
and its policy now being to do
what it likes wherever it likes
no matter what any other power
thinks.

These divisions are important
and can develop to become deci-
sive at a later stage. But they will
not at this time and under their
own power halt this offensive
of US capitalism, the coming
war and the drive of US capital
for total domination and to take
back all the gains won in the
past 100 years. This offensive
is on track and will go forward
in the immediate term. It is only
when it becomes bogged down
as mass oppositon to it develops
that these divisions can become
decisive. This can take some
time and it will probably entail
some major catastrophes before
the Bush plan to remake the rest
of the world in the form of US
capitalism’s slaves is halted.
New September l lths are very
likely, nuclear war between
India and Pakistan is not ruled
out, the use of nuclear weapons
by the US itself is not totally
excluded.

At the moment the working
class on a world scale has a
leadership that is totally cowed
by capitalism. It can see no alter-
native to the present system. The
various petit bourgeois groups
that in the past led mass oppo-
sition to capitalism in the form
of guerrilla wars have almost
without exception gone over to
capitalism. This offensive led
by the Bush Whitehouse will
go forward for some time and
another september l lth could
give it increased impetus.

Of course this is not the whole
story. The anti war movement
that has developed before the
war has even begun is unprece-
dented, enormous and inspiring.
The level of understanding that

continued on next INIge
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KADEK:
from the front page

Turkey is intent Oil seizing South
Kurdistan. The Turkish state has
only set upon seizing South
Kurdistan in a bid to defeat the
Kurdish fight of freedom since
the beginning of 2003.

War moves against the Kurd-
ish struggle for freedom are
the issue in mutual relations
between the countries within
the region as well. Turkey is
attempting to build alliances
with Iran and Syria. Such alli-
ances are built between Turkey,
Iran, Syria by either secret or
open agreements. As a result,
Syria and lran have increased
the pressure on KADEK. lran is
attacking the guerrilla positions
of KADEK. Turkey is deter-
mined to eliminate the Kurdish
fight of freedom with the assis-
tance of lran and Syria by not
acting in accordance with the
peace attempts of KADEK. The
peace initiative that was started
by our President four years ago
has given the chance to resolve
the Kurdish question. A uni-
lateral ceasefire was declared
on 1 September 1998 by our
President, in practice begin-
ning on 2 August 1999 when
guerrilla forces were moved
beyond Turkey’s borders. Two
groups of PKK members were
sent to Turkey as a sign of good
faith. Strategically and tactically
practices were completed by the
lbundation congress of KADEK

qn,, 4 April ,.]002. More impor-
tantly, Kurdish people orga-
nized tbr an era of democratic
politics. Peace projects have
been prepared and presented to
international organisations. Both
the PKK and KADEK have
worked in a peaceful, demo-
cratic method without violation.
KADEK President Abdullah
Ocalan served a peaceful solu-
tion during this period in spite
of the psychological, political,
military pressures imposed upon

More than oil:
from previous page

this is not a war about protect-
ing the US but a war for other
reasons is widespread in the US
and almost universal elsewhere.
This oppositon will develop and
gain strength as the horror of the
assault on lraq becomes more
clear.

Here in the US the post
Vietnam era when no US gov-
ernment could commit large
numbers of US troops to long
foreign wars has been ended for
some time. September ! I th gave
it another shove into the grave.
However the consciousness
that developed around Vietnam,
specifically the understanding
that governments cannot be
trusted, the understanding that
US capitalism fights war for
its own ends, this is still wide-
spread. Along with this there is
increased consciousness of the
brutal exploitative and corrupt
nature of capitalism due to the
over confidence and arrogance
and blatant corruption of that
system after the collapse of

gurds protesting war on Iraq in London on February 15th

him.
The Turkish Republic

insisted on refusal and removal
of the Kurdish issue, although
the peace process was con-
tinued by KADEK President
Abdullah Ocalan and followed
by the Kurdish people. Mili-
tary operations went on, many
guerrillas died as the result of
these operations during the last
four years. Many people died
through unresolved murders.
People were again subject to
custodies, arrests and torture
due to political activities. PKK
and KADEK’s attempts to
reach consensus were not met.
Although Turkey enacted the
Copenhagen criteria, (including
education in the mother tongue,
the removal of the death pen-
alty) on 2-3 August 2002, there
is nothing changed in practice.
On one hand dead penalty was
removed but on the other hand
the severe isolation conditions
are imposed as a new type of
dead penalty. The most striking
example is the situation of the
KADEK President. Furthermore,
laws enacted for the rights of
education in the mother tongue
are not practiced at all. To put it
bluntly, the Turkish Republic is
insisting on its denial, elimina-

rio, policy instead of resolving
the problem.

The peace initiative of the
Kurdish Freedom Movement haa
not been sufficiently supported
by the international community.
As party mainly responsible
for Abdullah Ocalan’s illegal
kidnapping, the USA and close
ally Britain, did not use their
influence on Turkey in order
to force it to resolve the Kurd-
ish problem. On the contrary,
they encouraged Turkey to go
on with its denial, elimination
policy; most recently they cat-
cgorised KADEK as a terrorist
organisation unfairly and all to
serve their strategic interests in
the Middle East. The European
Union countries have not played
their role for resolving the prob-
lem, although they played their
role in solving similar problems
in other parts of the world.
In April 2002, the EU also
described the PKK as a terrorist
organization.

At the moment the peace
process is facing the danger
of failure. The severe isolation
conditions on KADEK Presi-
dent Abdullah Ocalan, and the
war carried out through taking
advantage of the intervention in
Iraq, will completely destroy the

peace process. There will be no
more sacrifices from the Kurdish
side. The Kurdish people have to
respond to the war imposed by
Turkey by employing their right
of self-defence. A defensive war
is not the choice of KADEK and
the Kurdish people, but no other
option is being left to them. In
this case, neither the Kurdish
people nor KADEK can be
responsible for the results of
a defensive war carried out by
Kurdish people. On the contrary,
Turkey and the threes that have
not played their role tbr peace
will bear the main responsibil-
ity. The democratic lorces in
Turkey and the I’.’U should act
in order to prevent the war.
Democratic forces in Turkey
should give up their previous
passive postures and develop the
peace campaign. The EU should
end its contradictory policy and
impose political and economic
conditions on Turkey. Also the
USA and Britain should exert
their influence on Turkey. Then
a democratic, peaceful solution
can be developed; otherwise
the Kurdish people will achieve
their freedom by defensive war
if peace is not working any-
more.

Stalinism and more recently
with the bursting of the high
tech bubble and the exposures of
the Enrons, Worldcoms etc. This
consciousness is not far beneath
the surface and the possibility of
it surfacing very rapidly must
be kept in mind. The anti war
movement would be wrong to
exclude the possibility that it
could tap into this mood suffi-
ciently internationally and in the
US to make things so difficult
for Bush and his "liberators"
that they would be prevented
from going to attack lraq.

There is also the fact, which
while it may not be decisive
in the immediate term but will
be decisive in the medium and
long term and that is that the
elemental power of the work-
ing class remains intact and in
fact is even being increased as
capital spreads and new working
class forces are being added to
the old. The increased working
class in countries like China will
make their voices heard. At the
same time the working class
internationally and especially
in the more industrialised capi-
talist countries will not allow

themselves to be stripped of all
they have gained in the past cen-
tury and more without a serious
struggle.

The world balance of forces
will not allow US capitalism
to achieve what it has set out
to achieve in relation to total
domination of the world. How-
ever the force that can prevent
this happening, the working
class, has organizations and
leaderships which are steeped
in compromise and betrayal and
without any belief that the work-
ing class can act independently
and build a new world. The
whip of the counter revolution
of US capitalism’s offensive will
most likely make further gains
before it is stopped. But as it
makes these gains it will force
new conclusions on the working
class internationally. These will
include that the working class
must organize internationally,
that it must build organizations
and develop policies which face
up to the reality that capitalism
on a world scale will destroy
all existing living standards and
destroy life on earth as we know
it and these organizations and

polices must also provide an
alternative to capitalism. Part of
this process will be the develop-
ment of experienced cohesive
fighting strata of the working
class who will learn the lessons
from the past, face up to the
realities of the present and pre-
pare the movement for its future
tasks which are to end capital-
ism with its private ownership,
profit addiction and destruction,
and build a new world based on
collective ownership and the
needs of all people.

And finally to return to lib-
erator. The present Bush is a
"liberator" according to these
two right wing correspendents
Kaplan and Kristol. Even the
Wall Street Journal has to resort
to euphemisms now and then.
In an article some time ago this
paper criticised one of its con-
tributors for using the word cap-
italism, it explained that use of
the word capitalism would open
to the door to discussions about
systems and inevitably alterna-
tive systems would be dragged
in and with these marxist ideas
would follow. It explained that
instead of using the word capi-

Colombia:
continued from page 5

themselves for battle," which
will lead to military escalation
and undermining of the fragile
but ongoing peace negotiations.

According to New York
Times reporter Larry Rohter,
"ordinary Colombians" are
"angered" by the govcrmnent’s
peace negotiations, which ceded
control to FARe of a large region
that they already controlled, and
the "’embittered residents’" of the
region also oppose the guerril-
las. No evidence is cited. The
leading Colombian military ana-
lyst All’redo Rangel sees matters
differently. He "makes a point of
reminding interviewers that the
FARe has significant support in
the regions where it operates,"
Alma Guillermoprieto reports.
Rangel cites "FARe’s ability to
launch surprise attacks" in dif-
tbrent parts of the country, a fact
that is "’politically significant"
because "’in each ~:ase, a single
warning by the civilian popula-
tion would be enough to alert the
army, and it doesn’t happen."

On the same day that Rohter
reported the anger of"ordinary
Colombians," thc Financial
Times reported an "’innovative
thrum’" in the FARC-controlled
region, one of many held there
to allow "members of the public
to participate in tile current
peace talks.’" They come from
all parts of (’olombia, speaking
before TV cameras and meet-
ing with senior FARC leaders.
Included are union and business
leaders, thrmers, and others.
A trade union leader from
Colombia’s second largest city,
(’ali, "gave heart to those who
believe that talking will end
the country’s long-running con-
flict," addressing both the gov-
ernment and FARC leaders, tie
directed his remarks specifically
to "Senor Marulanda," the long-

continued on page 11

talism the word democracy must
be used. The US is not a capital-
ist country it explained it is a
democracy.

Here too with "’liberator" we
see the resort to euphemism.
Bush is a liberator. What they
are really saying is that Bush
will not bc restrained by any
existing traditions, borders,
laws, arguments, he is liberated
from these and he is going to use
US power to change the world
to what US capitalism wants
it to be. tte is "liberated" from
the past and the present balance
of forces which the the liberals
and the realists sec as fixed hc
is going to change, ttc is going
to change the world. Part of
his liberator status is also thai
he intends to "’liberate" capital
from all restraint and allow it
to stride about the world killing,
starving, destroying and exploit-
ing as it goes.

Of course the "liberation"
of US and world capital means
the enslavement of the work-
ing people of the world and the

continued on page 11
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Vietnam:
continued from back page

sive doses of violence to solve
its problems, to bring about the
changes it wanted. Their ques-
tions hit home, and 1 knew that
I could never again raise my
voice against the violence of the
oppressed in the ghettos without
having first spoken clearly to the
greatest purveyor of violence in
the world today: my own govern-
ment. For the sake of those boys,
for the sake of this government,
for the sake of the hundreds of
thousands trembling under our
violence, 1 cannot be silent.

For those who ask the ques-
tion, "Aren’t you a civil rights
leader?" and thereby mean to
exclude me from the movement
for peace, I have this further
answer. In 1957, when a group
of us formed the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer-
ence, we chose as our motto:
"To save the soul of America."
We were convinced that we
could not limit our vision to
certain rights tbr black people,
but instead affirmed the convic-
tion that America would never
be free or saved from itself until
the descendants of its slaves
were loosed completely from
the shackles they still wear. In
a way we were agreeing with
Langston ltughes, that black
bard of Harlem, who had written
earlier:

O. yes, I say it plain,

America never was America to me,

,4nd vet /swear this oath -

,4merica will bet

Now it should be incandes-
cently clear that no one who has
any concern for the integrity and
life of America today can ignore
the present war. [America] can
never be saved so long as it
destroys the deepest hopes of
men the world over. So it is that
those of us who are yet deter-
mined that "’America will be"
arc led down the path of protest
and dissent, working for the
health of our land.

And as I ponder the madness
of Vietnam and search within

myself for ways to understand
and respond in compassion,
nay mind goes constantly to the
people t)fthal peninsula. I speak
I~(~r il ~I ~)t " the soldiers ofeach
side. not of the ideologies of
lhe l.fl~eralion lrnnl, not of the
junta in ~mg-n. but simply of
the pcorflc \~ho ha,.c been Ii\in~
tinder Ihc ctlr,,c ot’U, al Jor ahllo:.,l

three c, ~llllll|I+ +tln defildc,., no~A.

Ihcx II I ll’-,l sCC /\IIICI’iC~IIIs

a’, ’qran~c liI,¢iahwx. I¯llC Vict-

namc,,c pc~flflc imn.’laimed their
m~n mdClWUdcnce in I~54 in
I~45 ralhc~ ’,filer a combined
French told .I~q~anesc q~ccupaIion

and bclbrc lh¢ C’OlnillUnisl rc\o-

hntion in (hma. They x~crc led
by lie (hi Minh. I!~cn though
they quoled the American Dec-
laration of Independence in
their own doct,menI of freedom,
we refused to recognize them
Instead, wc decided to support
France in its reconquest of her
former colony. Our government
felt then that the Vietnamese
people were not ready for inde-
pendence, and we again fell

victim to the deadly Western
arrogance that has poisoned the
international atmosphere for so
long. With that tragic decision
we rejected a revolutionary gov-
ernment seeking self-determina-
tion and a government that had
been established not by China
-- for whom the Vietnamese
have no great love -- but by
clearly indigenous forces that
included some communists. For
the peasants this new govern-
ment meant real land reform,
one of the most important needs
in their lives.

For nine years following
1945 we denied the people of
Vietnam the right of indepen-
dence. For nine years we vigor-
ously supported the French in
their abortive effort to recolo-
nize Vietnam. Before the end of
the war we were meeting eighty
percent of the French war costs.
Even before the French were
defeated at Dien Bien Phu, they
began to despair of their reck-
less action, but we did not. We
encouraged them with our huge
financial and military supplies to
continue the war even after they
had lost the will. Soon we would
be paying almost the full costs
of this tragic attempt at recolo-
nization.

After the French were
defeated, it looked as if indepen-
dence and land reform would
come again through the Geneva
Agreement. But instead there
came the United States, deter-
mined that He should not unify
the temporarily divided nation,
and the peasants watched again
as we supported one of/he most
vicious modem dictators, our
chosen man, Premier Diem. The
peasants watched and cringed
as Diem ruthlessly rooted out
all opposition, supported their
extortionist landlords, and
refused even to discuss reunifi-
cation with the North. The peas-
ants watched as all of this was
presided over by United States
influence and then by increasing
numbers of United States troops
who came to help quell the
insurgency |hal Diem’s methods
had aroused. When I)iem was
ovcrlhrown they may have been
happy, but the long line of mili-
tary dictators seemed to oIIL’r no
real change, especially in terms
of their need lot hind and peace¯

The only change came fronl
America as x~e increased our

Iroop connnilmenls in supporl of

go~.erlnllcnls which were singu-

larly corrupl, inept, and wilhol,l
popular ~ttpporl. All the xshilc
lhc people read our lealld,, and
rcccJ\cd the rc~tnlar premix, c,,
o1" [sCaCC ’,llld dClllOCl’ilC\ and

land rclbrm. Nox~ the\’ languish
llndcl- (’qlr honlhs Lllld COll’.qd,,.’r

us. not lhcir fcllov, Vichlamc,,c.
the real ~’ 11 t" 11 I )r. Thcx mo\c
~,adl,~ and almthctically as x~c
herd lhcnl olt the land .f their
fathers into COllCentra|i()n camps

where mmin~al :;ocial needs arc
ntrcly met. ]hcy know they nlust
move on or bc destroyed by our
bombs.

So they go, primarily women
and children and the aged. 1"hey
watch as we poison their water,
as we kill a million acres of their
crops. They must weep as the
bulldozers roar through their
areas preparing to destroy the

precious trees. They wander into
the hospitals with at least twenty
casualties from American fire-
power for one Vietcong-inflicted
injury. So far we may have killed
a million of them, mostly chil-
dren. We have destroyed their
two most cherished institutions:
the family and the -,dlage. We
have destroyed their land and
their crops. We have ,cooperated
in the crushing of the nation’s
only noncommunist revolution-
ary political force, the unified
Buddhist Church. We have sup-
ported the enemies of the peas-
ants of Saigon.

Now there is little left to build
on, save bitterness. How do they
judge us when our officials
know that their membership is
less than twenty-five percent
communist, and yet insist on
giving them the blanket name?
They ask how we can speak of
free elections when the Saigon
press is censored and controlled
by the military junta. And they
are surely right to wonder what
kind of new government we plan
to help form without them, the
only party in real touch with
the peasants. They question our
political goals and they deny
the reality of a peace settle-
ment from which they will be
excluded. Their questions are
frighteningly relevant. Is our
nation planning to build on
political myth again, and then
shore it up upon the power of a
new violence?

Somehow this madness must
cease. We must stop now. I speak
as a child of God and brother to
the suffering poor of Vietnam.
i speak for those whose land is
being laid waste, whose homes
are being destroyed, whose cul-
ture is being subverted. I speak
for the poor of America who
are paying the double price of
smashed hopes at home, and
dealt death and corruption in
Vietnam. I speak as a citizen
of the world, for the world as it
stands aghast at the path we have
taken. I speak as one who loves
America. to the leaders of our
own nation:

The great initiative in this
war is ours: the initiative to stop
it must be ours. I would like
to suggest live concrete things
that our govemmem should do
immediately to begin the long
aml difficult process of extricat-
ing ourselves from this night-
marish conflict:

Ntunber one: Fnd :111 bomb-
ing ill NoMh and South Vietnam.

Nulnber two: I)echlre a uni-

lateral cease-lire in 111e hope that
such ;.iclion will create tile atlllO-
~phere Ibr ncgolialion.

Illree: "lake imlnediatc steps
to pro\ etll other batllegrountts itl

StmtIleaSl Asia by curtailing our
military buihhlp in rhaihmd and
our mlerl’crence ill I.aos

Four: Realistically accept lilt
Facl lhal the National I.iberation
Iront has substantial snpport in
South Vietnam and must thereby
play a role m any mcanmgfifl
negotiations and any future Viet-
nam government.

Five: Set a date that we will
remove all foreign troops from
Vietnam in accordance with the
1954 Geneva Agreement. [sus-
tained applause]

Part of our ongoing [applause

continues], part of our ongoing
commitment might well express
itself in an offer to grant asylum
to any Vietnamese who fears
for his life under a new regime
which included the Liberation
Front. Then we must make
what reparations we can for
the damage we have done. We
must provide the medical aid
that is badly needed, making it
available in this country if nec-
essary. Meanwhile [applause],
meanwhile, we in the churches
and synagogues have a con-
tinuing task while we urge our
government to disengage itself
from a disgraceful commitment.
We must continue to raise our
voices and our lives if our nation
persists in its perverse ways in
Vietnam. We must be prepared
to match actions with words
by seeking out every creative
method of protest possible.

As we counsel young men
concerning military service,
we must clarify for them our
nation’s role in Vietnam and
challenge them with the alterna-
tive of conscientious objection.
[sustained applause] Moreover,
I would encourage all ministers
of draft age to give up their
ministerial exemptions and
seek status as conscientious
objectors. [applause] These are
the times for real choices and
not false ones. We are at the
moment when our lives must be
placed on the line if our nation
is to survive its own folly. Every
man of humane convictions
must decide on the protest that
best suits his convictions, but we
must all protest.

Now there is something
seductively tempting about
stopping there and sending us
all off on what in some circles
has become a popular crusade
against the war in Vietnam. i say
we must enter that struggle, but 1
wish to go on now to say some-
thing even more disturbing.

The war in Vietnam is but a
symptom of a far deeper malady
within the American spirit, and
if we ignore this sobering real-
ity [applause], and if we ignore
this sobering reality, we will find
ourselves organizing "’clergy
and laymen concerned’" com-
mittees for the next generation.
riley will be concerned about
Guatemahl and Peru. They ~ill
be concerned about Thaihmd
and (’ambodia. They will be
concerned aboul Mozambique
:And South Africa. We will he
marching for these and a do/on
other names Lind altcllding ial-

lies x~ ithotnt end tmlcss there i,, a

signilicant and pnd’ound change
in American lilL" and policy
J’,u,,t’,lincd al’~phuusc] %o such
lhought,, take tlx be\nnd \lCl-
ham. I~ut iwd bc\’ond our calling
;is sons of the li\ ing ( led

In 1057 a sensitixc Anlerican
official o\erseas said thal it
seemedto him lhLIt otn llatmll

~a,s (m the wrong side oi a
world revolution. During tile
past ten years wc have sccn
emerge a pattern of suppres-
sion which has now justilicd the
presence of U.S. military advi-
sors in Venezuela. This need to
maintain social stability for our
investments accounts for the
counterrevolutionary action of
American threes in Guatemala.

It tells why American helicopters
are being used against guerrillas
in Cambodia and why American
napalm and Green Beret forces
have already been active against
rebels in Peru.

It is with such activity in
mind that the words of the late
John F. Kennedy come back
to haunt us. Five years ago he
said, "Those who make peace-
ful revolution impossible will
make violent revolution inevi-
table." [applause] Increasingly,
by choice or by accident, this is
the role our nation has taken, the
role of those who make peaceful
revolution impossible by refus-
ing to give up the privileges and
the pleasures that come from
the immense profits of overseas
investments. I am convinced that
if we are to get on the right side
of the world revolution, we as
a nation must undergo a radi-
cal revolution of values. We
must rapidly begin [applause],
we must rapidly begin the shift
from a thing-oriented society to
a person-oriented society. When
machines and computers, profit
motives and property rights,
are considered more important
than people, the giant triplets
of racism, extreme materialism,
and militarism are incapable of
being conquered.

A true revolution of values
will soon cause us to question
the Fairness and justice of many
of our past and present policies.
On the one hand we are called
to play the Good Samaritan
on life’s roadside, but that will
be only an initial act. Oned,3y
we must come to see that the
whole Jericho Road must be
transformed so that men and
women will not be constantly
beaten and robbed as they make
their journey on life’s highway.
True compassion is more than
flinging a coin to a beggar. It
comes to see that an edifice
which produces beggars needs
restructuring. [applause]

A true revolution of values
will soon look uneasily on the
glaring contrast of poverty and
wealth. With righteous indigna-
tion. it will look across the seas
and scc indi\’idual capitalists of
the West investing huge sums
of money m Asia. Africa. and
South America. only to take
the profit.,, out with no concern
Ibr the social bette|naent of the
countries, and say. "’This is not
just." It will look :It our alliance
with the landed gentry of Sou|t]
Annerica and sa), "This is not

.lust.’" lhc Westerll arrogance of
I~’cli|lg thai it has c\crythmg to
teach others and In,thing to learn
l’IOnl lhdlll Is IIC, I iUM.

,’\ true rcx~lulion of values
x~ ill lay hand on the x~o|’Id order

and sa~ of x~ar. "’lhb, way of
seltling diI1;,’rcnccs is not jusl.’"
This ht,sincss of burning human
beings \vilh napahn, of lilling
our Ilalion’s honles \~ith orphans

and widows, of m jetting poison-
ous drugs of hate into tbe veins
of peoples normally humane, of
sending men home from dark
and bloody battlefields physi-
cally handicapped and psycho-
logically deranged, cannot be
reconciled with wisdom, justice,

I

I
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these revolutions, speaking of that force which is

It is a sad fact that because of just emotional bosh. I am speak-
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and love. A nation that continues
year after year to spend more
money on military defense than
on programs of social uplift is
approaching spiritual death.
[sustained applause]

America, the richest and
most powerful nation in the
world, can well lead the way in
this revolution of values. There
is nothing except a tragic death
wish to prevent us from reor-
dering our priorities so that the
pursuit of peace will take pre-
cedence over the pursuit of war.
There is nothing to keep us from
molding a recalcitrant status quo
with bruised hands until we have
fashioned it into a brotherhood.

This kind of positive revolu-
tion of values is our best defense
against communism. [applause]
War is not the answer. Com-
munism will never be defeated
by the use of atomic bombs
or nuclear weapons. These
are days which demand wise
restraint and calm reasonable-
ness. We must not engage in a
negative anticommunism, but
rather in a positive thrust for
democracy [applause], realizing
that our greatest defense against
communism is to take offensive
action in behalf of justice. We
must with positive action seek
to remove those conditions of
poverty, insecurity, and injus-
tice, which are the fertile soil in
which the seed of communism
grows and develops.

These are revolutionary
times. All over the globe men
are revolting against old systems
of exploitation and oppression,
and out of the wounds of a frail
world, new systems of justice
and equality are being born. The
shirtless and barefoot people of
the land are rising up as never
before. The people who sat in
darkness have seen a great light.

comfort, complacency, a morbid
fear of communism, and our
proneness to adjust to injustice,
the Western nations that initi-
ated so much of the revolution-
ary spirit of the modem world
have now become the arch
antirevolutionaries. This has
driven many to feel that only
Marxism has a revolutionary
spirit. Therefore, communism
is a judgment against our failure
to make democracy real and
follow through on the revolu-
tions that we initiated. Our only
hope today lies in our ability to
recapture the revolutionary spirit
and go out into a sometimes
hostile world declaring eternal
hostility to poverty, racism, and
militarism. With this powerful
commitment we shall boldly
challenge the status quo and
unjust mores, and thereby speed
the day when "every valley shall
be exalted, and every mountain
and hill shall be made low
[Audience:] (Yes); the crooked
shall be made straight, and the
rough places plain."

A genuine revolution of
values means in the final
analysis that our loyalties must
become ecumenical rather than
sectional. Every nation must
now develop an overriding
loyalty to mankind as a whole
in order to preserve the best in
their individual societies.

This call for a worldwide
fellowship that lifts neighborly
concern beyond one’s tribe,
race, class, and nation is in real-
ity a call for an all-embracing
and unconditional love for all
mankind. This oft misunder-
stood, this oft misinterpreted
concept, so readily dismissed
by the Nietzsches of the world
as a weak and cowardly force,
has now become an absolute
necessity for the survival of
man. When I speak of love I am
not speaking of some sentimen-

ing of that force which all of
the great religions have seen
as the supreme unifying prin-
ciple of life. Love is somehow
the key that unlocks the door
which leads to ultimate reality.
This Hindu-Muslim-Christian-
Jewish-Buddhist belief about
ultimate reality is beautifully
summed up in the first epistle
of Saint John: "Let us love one
another (Yes), for love is God.
(Yes) And every one that Ioveth
is born of God and knoweth
God. He that loveth not knoweth
not God, for God is love... If we
love one another, God dwelleth
in us and his love is perfected
in us." Let us hope that this
spirit will become the order of
the day.

We are now faced with the
fact, my friends, that tomorrow
is today. We are confronted with
the fierce urgency of now. We
still have a choice today: non-
violent coexistence or violent
counnihilation. We must move
past indecision to action. We
must find new ways to speak
for peace in Vietnam and jus-
tice throughout the developing
world, a world that borders on
our doors.

Now let us begin. Now let
us rededicate ourselves to the
long and bitter, but beautiful,
struggle for a new world. Shall
we say the odds are too great?
Shall we tell them the struggle
is too hard? Will our message
be that the forces of American
life militate against their arrival
as full men, and we send our
deepest regrets? Or will there be
another message -- of longing,
of hope, of solidarity with their
yearnings, of commitment to
their cause, whatever the cost?
The choice is ours, and though
we might prefer it otherwise,
we must choose in this crucial
moment of human history.

Welcome: have a college experience
beyond classes we need to have
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and waited for them to graduate,
and eventually this history Jaded
from the memory of students.

Even without institutional
memory of specific events,
however, students still have an
intuitive understanding that we
have no real control over our
education and no real voice in
the University. This is where our
apathy comes from. It comes
from the understanding that,
when all is said and done, at
UCSD, we are not members of
the community, we are not part
of the decision making pro-
cess, and we are not part of any
institution that has the power
to change our situation. We are
numbers on a billing statement.
We are registration fees, student
activity fees, and facility fees.

So what now’? Should we
all sit in our rooms in front of
a computer screen attached to
UCSD’s state of the art com-
puting services and play video
games with our neighbors only
10 feet away in another room?
What can we do? And why
should we even try?

If students really want to

More than oil:
continued from page 9

Colombia:
continued from page 9

time FARC peasant leader "who
minutes earlier had entered to a
rousing ovation," telling him that
"unemployment is not a problem
caused by the violence," but "by
the national government and the
businessmen of this country."
Business leaders also spoke, but
"were heckled by the large body
of trade union representatives
who had also come to speak."
Against a background of"union
cheers," a FARC spokesperson
"put forward one of the clearest
visions yet of his organisation’s
economic program," calling for
freezing of privatization, subsi-
dizing energy and agriculture as
is done in the rich countries, and
stimulation of the economy by
protecting local enterprises. The
government representative, who
"emphasized export-led growth
and private participation," nev-
ertheless described the FARe
statement as "raw material for
the negotiations," though FARe,
"bolstered by evident popular
discontent with ’neoliberal’ gov-
ernment policies," argues that
those who "have monopolised

power" must yield in the negota-
tions."

Of course, no one can say
what "ordinary Colombians" (or
"ordinary Americans") think,
even under peaceful conditions,
let alone when extreme violence
and terror prevail, and much of
the population seeks to survive
under conditions of misery and
repression.

The Colombia Plan is offi-
cially justified in terms of the
"drag waft’ a claim taken seri-
ously by few competent analysts.
The U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) reports
that "all branches of govern-
ment" in Colombia are involved
in "drug-related corruption." In
November 1998, U.S. Customs
and DEA inspectors found
415 kg of cocaine and 6 kg of
heroin in a Colombian Air Force
plane that had landed in Florida,
leading to the arrest of several
Air Force officers and enlisted
personnel. Other observers
have also reported the heavy
involvement of the military in
narcotrafficking, and the U.S.
military has also been drawn in.
The wife of Colonel James Hietl
pleaded guilty to conspiracy to
smuggle heroin from Colombia

to New York, and shortly after
it was reported that Colonel
Hiett, who is in charge of U.S.
troops "that trained Colombian
security forces in counternar-
cotics operations," is "expected
to plead guilty" to charges of
complicity.

The paramilitaries openly
proclaim their reliance on the
drug business. However, the
U.S. and Latin American press
report, "the US-financed attack
stays clear of the areas con-
trolled by paramilitary forces,"
though "the leader of the para-
militaries [Carlos Castano]
acknowledged last week in a
television interview that the drug
trade provided 70 percent of the
group’s funding." The targets of
the Colombia Plan are guerrilla
forces based on the peasantry
and calling for internal social
change, which would interfere
with integration of Colombia
into the global system on the
terms that the U.S. demands;
that is, dominated by elites
linked to U.S. power interests
that are accorded free access to
Colombia’s valuable resources,
including oil.

¯ In standard U.S. terminology,
the FARC forces are "narco-

destruction of life on earth as
we know it. There will be many
struggles as Bush and his "lib-
erator" capitalists try to achieve
this goal. In the course of these it
will be possible for anti capital-
ist revolutionaries to assist in the
building of a new workers move-
ment worldwide which will be
able to build a new world. To
liberate it from the vicious rule
of capital which is destroying
the lives of the people of the
world and destroying the planet
at the same time.

guerrillas," a useful concept as
a cover for counterinsurgency,
but one that has been sharply
criticized on factual grounds. It
is agreed--and FARC leaders
say--that they rely for fund-
ing on coca production, which
they tax, as they tax other busi-
nesses. But ’"The guerrillas are
something different from the
traffickers,’ says Klaus Nyholm,
who runs the UN Drug Control
Program," which has agents
throughout the drug producing
regions. He describes the local
FARC fronts as "quite autono-
mous." In some areas "they
are not involved at all" in coca
production and in others "they
actively tell the farmers not to
grow [coea]." Andean drug spe-
cialist Ricardo Vargas describes
the role of the guerrillas as "pri-
marily tbcused on taxation of
illicit crops." They have called
for "a development plan for the
peasants" that would "allow
eradication of coca on the basis
of alternative crops." "That’s all
we want," their leader Maru-
landa has publicly announced,
as have other spokespersons.

This arttch" ,’ill h(’ continued next issue,

something to care about. This
means having something that we
have a real say in, something we
have real control over.

What could that be’? The
logical choice would be our
student governments, right’? The
students who decide where the
money from our self-assesed
student fees goes should have
real control over that, right?
Legally, yes. Students have the
right to decide what gets done
with self-assesed student fees.
It’s only logical that if we vote to
raise or impose a fee, we should
then have control of our money.
Currently AS, GSA, and UCAB
are advisory. Other universi-
ties (including UCLA and UC
Berkeley) have autonomous stu-
dent governments that have full
legal control over their assets
and fees. We can do the same.

Currently the AS is explor-
ing independence. You can let
your voice be heard. Tell AS
and UCAB that independence of
fees is important to you and that
they should pursue it. They need
the student’s support to gain
independence. You can write AS
an email at:
http://asucsd.ucsd.edu/feedback.php
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A Moment of Silence,
Before I Start this Poem
by Emmanuel Ortiz 9/11/2002

Before I start this poem, I’d like to ask you
to join me in a moment of silence in honor
of those who died in the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon last September
1 lth.

You mourn now as if the world will never
be the same And the rest of us hope to hell
it won’t be. Not like it always has been

Because this is not a 9-1-1 poem This is a
9/10 poem, It is a 9/9 poem, A 9/8 poem, A
9/7 poem This is a 1492 poem.

I would also like to ask you to offer up a
moment of silence for all of those who
have been harassed, imprisoned, disap-
peared, tortured, raped, or killed in retalia-
tion for those strikes, for the victims in both
Afghanistan and the U.S.

And if l could just add one more thing...

A full day of silence for the tens of thou-
sands of Palestinians who have died at
the hands of U.S.-backed Israeli forces
over decades of occupation. Six months
of silence for the million and-a-half Iraqi
people, mostly children, who have died of
malnourishment or starvation as a result
of an 11 -year U.S. embargo against the
country.

Before I begin this poem: two months of
silence for the Blacks under Apartheid in
South Africa, where homeland security
made them aliens in their own country.
Nine months of silence for the dead in Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki, where death rained
down and peeled back every layer of con-
crete, steel, earth and skin and the survi-
vors went on as if alive. A year of silence for
the millions of dead in Vietnam - a people,
not a war - for those who know a thing or
two about the scent of burning fuel,their
relatives’ bones buried in it, their babies
born of it. A year of silence for the dead
in Cambodia and Laos, victims of a secret
war ... ssssshhhhh ... Say nothing ... we don’t
want them to learn that they are dead.Two
months of silence for the decades of dead
in Colombia, whose names, like the corpses
they once represented, have piled up and
slipped off our tongues.

Before I begin this poem,

An hour of silence for El Salvador ... An
afternoon of silence for Nicaragua ...Two
days of silence for the Guetmaltecos ...
None of whom ever knew a moment of
peace in their living years.45 seconds of
silence for the 45 dead at Acteal, Chiapas
25 years of silence for the hundred million
Africans who found their graves far deeper
in the ocean than any building could poke
into the sky.There will be no DNA testing
or dental records to identify their remains.
And for those who were strung and swung
from the heights of sycamore trees in the
south, the north, the east, and the west...
100 years of silence...

This is a poem about what causes poems
like this to be written And if this is a 9/I I
poem, then

This is a September 1 lth poem for Chile,
1971 This is a September 12th poem for
Steven Biko in South Africa, 1977 This is a
September 13th poem for the brothers at
Attica Prison, New York, 1971 .This is a Sep-
tember 14th poem for Somalia, 1992.This
is a poem for every date that falls to the
ground in ashes This is a poem for the 110
stories that were never told The 110 stories
that history chose not to write in textbooks
The 110 stories that CNN, BBC, The New
York Times, and Newsweek ignored This is
a poem for interrupting this program.

And still you want a moment of silence for
your dead? We could give you lifetimes of
empty:

The unmarked graves The lost languages
The uprooted trees and histories The dead
stares on the faces of nameless children
Before I start this poem We could be silent
forever Or just long enough to hunger, For
the dust to bury us

And you would still ask us For more of our
silence.

If you want a moment of silence

Then stop the oil pumps Turn off the
engines and the televisions Sink the cruise
ships Crash the stock markets Unplug the
marquee lights, Delete the instant mes-
sages, Derail the trains, the light rail transit

If you want a moment of silence, put a
brick through the window of Taco Bell, And
pay the workers for wages lost

Tear down the liquor stores, The town-
houses, the White Houses, the jailhouses,
the Penthouses and the Playboys. If you
want a moment of silence,

Then take it

On Super Bowl Sunday, The Fourth of July
During Dayton’s 13 hour sale Or the next
time your white guilt fills the room where
my beautiful people have gathered

You want a moment of silence Then take
it Now,

For the hundreds of millions of indigenous
peoples from this half of right here, Whose
land and lives were stolen,

In postcard-perfect plots like Pine Ridge,
Wounded Knee, Sand Creek, Fallen Timbers,
or the Trail of Tears. Names now reduced to
innocuous magnetic poetry on the refrig-
erator of our consciousness ...

So you want a moment of silence?

And we are all left speechless Our tongues
snatched from our mouths Our eyes
stapled shut A moment of silence And the
poets have all been laid to rest The drums
disintegrating into dust

Before I begin this poem, You want a
moment of silence

Before this poem begins.

Here, in the echo of my voice, In the pause
between goosesteps of the second hand
In the space between bodies in embrace,
Here is your silence.

Take it.

But take it all Don’t cut in line.Let your
silence begin at the beginning of crime.
But we, Tonight we will keep right on sing-
ing For our dead.

Emmanuel Ortiz works with the Minnesota
Alliance for the Indigenous Zapatistas (MAID
and Estaci6n Libre. He is a staff member of the
Resource Center of the Americas, the nonprofit
publisher of amerlcas.org

"Beyond Vietnam"
Address delivered by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
to the Clergy and Laymen Concerned about

Vietnam, at Riverside Church
April 4th 1967, New York City

1 come to this magnilicent house of
worship tonight because my con-
science leaves me no other choice. I
join you in this meeting because I am
m deepest agreement with the aims
and work of the organization which
has brought us together. Clergy and
I.+aymcn (’oncemed About Vietnam.
The recent statements of your cxect,-
tire counmittec arc the sentiments of
my own heart, and I lound myself in
full accord when I read its opening
lines: "A time comes whcn silence is
betrayal." That time has come for us m
relation to Vietnam.

The truth of these words is beyond
doubt, but the mission to which they
call us is a most difficult one. Even
when pressed by the demands of inner
truth, men do not easily assume the
task of opposing their government’s
policy, especially in time of war. Nor
does the human spirit move without
great difficulty against all the apathy
of conformist thought within one’s
own bosom and in the surrounding
world. Moreover, when the issues at
hand seem as perplexing as they often
do in the case of this dreadful conflict,
we are always on the verge of being
mesmerized by uncertainty. But we
must move on.

Some of us who have already
begun to break the silence of the
night have found that the calling to
speak is often a vocation of agony,
but we must speak. We must speak
with all the humility that is appro-
priate to our limited vision, but we
must speak. And we must rejoice as
well, for surely this is the first time in
our nation’s history that a significant
number of its religious leaders have
chosen to move beyond the proph-
esying of smooth patriotism to the
high grounds of a firm dissent based
upon the mandates of conscience and
the reading of history. Perhaps a new
spirit is rising among us. If it is, let us
trace its movement, and pray that our
own inner being may be sensitive to its
guidance. For we are deeply in need
of a new way beyond the darkness that
seems so close around us.

Over the past two years, as I have
moved to break the betrayal of my
own silences and to speak from the
burnings of my own heart, as 1 have
called for radical departures from the
destruction of Vietnam, many persons
have questioned me about the wisdom
of my path. At the heart of their con-
ceres, this query has often loomed
large and loud: "Why are you speak-
ing about the war, Dr. King? Why are
you joining the voices of dissentT’
"Peace and civil rights don’t mix,"
they say. "Aren’t you hurting the cause
of your people?" they ask. And when
! hear them, though I often understand
the source of their concern, l am nev-
ertheless greatly saddened, for such
questions mean that the inquirers have
not really known me, my commitment,
or my calling. Indeed, their questions
suggfst that they do not know the
world in which they live. In the light

of such tragic misunderstanding, !
deem it of signal importance to try to
state clearly, and I trust concisely, why
I believe that the path from Dexter
Avenue Baptist Church the church
in Montgomery, Alabama, where I
began my pastorate leads clearly to
this sanctuary tonight.

Since 1 am a preacher by calling, I
suppose it is not surprising that I have
seven maior reasons for bringing Viet-
nam into the field of my moral vision.

There is at the outset a very obvious
and almost fhcilc connection between
the war in Vietnam and the struggle
I and othcrs have been waging in
America. A fc~v years ago there was
a shining moment in that struggle. It
sccmcd as if there was a real promise
of hope tor the poor, both black and
white, through the poverty program.
Thcrc were experiments, hopes, new
beginnings. Then came the buildup in
Vietnam, and 1 watched this program
broken and eviscerated as if it were
some idle political plaything of a soci-
ety gone mad on war. And 1 knew that
America would never invest the neces-
sary funds or energies in rehabilitation
of its poor so long as adventures like
Vietnam continued to draw men and
skills and money like some demonic,
destructive suction tube. So 1 was
increasingly compelled to see the war
as an enemy of the poor and to attack
it as such.

Perhaps a more tragic recognition
of reality took place when it became
clear to me that the war was doing
far more than devastating the hopes
of the poor at home. It was sending
their sons and their brothers and their
husbands to fight and to die in extraor-
dinarily high proportions relative to
the rest of the population. We were
taking the black young men who had
been crippled by our society and send-
ing them eight thousand miles away to
guarantee liberties in Southeast Asia
which they had not found in south-
west Georgia and East Harlem. So
we have been repeatedly faced with
the cruel irony of watching Negro and
white boys on TV screens as they kill
and die together for a nation that has
been unable to seat them together in
the same schools. So we watch them
in brutal solidarity burning the huts of
a poor village, but we realize that they
would hardly live on the same block
in Chicago. I could not be silent in the
face of such cruel manipulation of the
poor.

My third reason moves to an even
deeper level of awareness, for it grows
out of my experience in the ghettos
of the North over the last three years,
especially the last three summers. As
l have walked among the desperate,
rejected, and angry young men, I have
told them that Molotov cocktails and
rifles would not solve their problems.
I have tried to offer them my deepest
compassion while maintaining my
conviction that social change comes
most meaningfully through nonviolent
action. But they asked, and rightly so,
"What about Vietnam.’?" They asked
if our own nation wasn’t using mas-

continued Inside on ~ 10


